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This paper describes the experimental realization of a recently proposed

scanning reference beam technique for hologram transmission. The appara-

tus uses an extremely simple method for obtaining the two different but

phase-locked optical frequencies necessary for the heterodyne mode of

operation. The paper shows reconstructions obtained from transmitted

holograms of two- and three-dimensional objects, analyzes the signal-to-

noise ratio and resolution attainable ivith this technique, derives a new

general theorem concerning the detectability of the interference between two

arbitrary beams, and discusses the theorem's applications to this system.

I. INTRODUCTION

The transmission of holograms over electrical channels is of interest

not only because of the three-dimensional images obtainable with

such a system but also because of the possible advantages of the

holographic process as a coding technique for subjectively more error-

resistant transmission of two-dimensional material. Indeed, the trans-

mission of thin holograms over conventional television systems pre-

sents no conceptual difficulties and has already been demonstrated

with low resolution holograms.1 However, the necessity of resolving

the holographic carrier fringes, as well as other unnecessary spatial

frequency components, results in the waste of % of the resolution

capability of the camera. Although recently devised techniques can

avoid this waste, the use of these techniques in useful holographic

transmission systems is still limited by the resolution of camera tubes. 2

This paper describes the experimental realization of a scanning ref-

erence beam technique for hologram transmission recently published

by Enloe, Jakes, and Rubinstein. 3 This technique not only eliminates

t This paper was presented at a meeting of the Optical Society of America,

Pittsburgh, October 9-12, 1968.
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the camera tube but also requires minimum resolution from the optical

scanner used in its place. Furthermore, the advantages of this system,

because they accrue through the elimination of totally extraneous

components present in all holograms, can be obtained while simul-

taneously using other bandwidth reduction schemes, such as those of

Lin or Haines and Brumm.4
-
5

We briefly describe the system here, and give more specific ap-

paratus information in Section IV. As Fig. 1 shows, the scanning sys-

tem replaces the conventional reference beam by a focused spot which

is optically scanned in a raster fashion over the surface of a large

area photodetector. The detector provides an output current propor-

tional to the integrated intensity of the total incident light. The time-

varying interference between the stationary object beam and the

constant amplitude scanning spot causes a variation in the detector

output. This signal is amplified and transmitted electrically to a

receiver, where it modulates the kinescope intensity. The hologram

made by photographing the kinescope display is then used to recon-

struct the original scene.

II. ANALYSIS OF HETERODYNE SCANNING

For mathematical simplicity and ease of understanding, the original

analysis of the operation of this system as given by Enloe and others,

was based on the assumption that the focused spot of the scanning

reference beam could be represented by a delta function. 3 Actually,

the reference beam cannot be focused to a mathematical point but is

spread over a nonzero area. The shape and size of the limiting aperture

in the system determine the nature and amount of this spreading and

hence, the possible resolution. The limiting aperture in a real system

is typically determined by the optical deflection system. We will here

analyze the simple but practically important case of a focused spot

formed from a uniform plane wave passing through a circular aperture.

Assuming the limiting aperture and center of deflection of the scan-

ning beam to be located at the front focal point of the focusing lens,

the distribution of eR (r, t), the electric field at a detector located in

the rear focal plane of the lens, is given by

eR (r, /) =
2ErJ
^
M

exp ifat + **), (1)

where a = 2irb/j\, b is the radius of the limiting aperture, / is the

focal length of the focusing lens, r is the radial distance measured
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Fig. 1 — Simplified heterodyne scanning system diagram.

from the geometric center of the focused spot, and ER ,
<*R , <f>R ,

and A

are the amplitude, angular frequency, phase, and wavelength of the

reference beam. The object field e is of the form

e (x, t) = E a exp i(u t + kx + O); (2)

that is, a plane wave of amplitude E , angular frequency w , and phase

<f>
incident on the detector at an angle of 6 = k\/2ir with respect to the

normal. (Because they are virtually equal for all purposes of this

derivation, no distinction is made between the wavelengths of the

object and reference beams.)

With the scanning spot moving at a horizontal velocity u and a

vertical velocity v, I(r, 6, t) , the intensity at any point (r, 6) on the

detector surface as measured from the geometric center {x = ut, y =
vt) of the focused spot, is given by

I(r, 6, t) =
|
e«(r, /) + e (r, /) |

= E -\ ^h— -f- ^
• cos [k(ut -f- t sin 6) + (co — w R)t + 4> — 0*]. (3)

The detector output current i(t) is proportional to the integral of

this intensity over the detector surface of area A. Incorporating the

necessary physical constants to allow writing an equality, and assum-

ing that the detector intercepts all of the significant energy of the

scanning beam so that the integrations over r can be extended to

infinity, we have

i(0 = ye

ZJiv ! I(r, 6, dA

ye

ZJu
EU +

J r =U J0=u

1 ±ERJi(ar)W /• de (//•
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+ («. - <aR)t + O
- 4>R \r dd dr>

, (4)

where rj is the detector quantum efficiency, e the electronic charge, hv

the photon energy, and Z the impedance of free space.

The first of the two integrals in equation (4) can be evaluated by a

technique outlined by Born and Wolf (see p. 398 of Ref. 6) ; the total

dc component of the detector current then becomes

iAa = ^-(E2

BA + ^ER/a
2
). (5)

The last integral of equation (4) gives the ac (signal) component

of the detector output current and can be further simplified to

i.(t) = Jr-^^ cos K*» + w« - "*)' + *° ~ **1
LJlv a

f J
y
(ar)J a {kr) dr. (6)

•'r-O

Equation (6) can then be evaluated to yield 7

r,e 8irERE

i.iO =
\

Z hv
cos [(ku + co — coK)t + <f>

—
<f>R ]

for k < a, that is, 6 < b/j

for k > <r, that is, 6 > b/f.

(7)

Thus, the scanning spot cannot resolve the phase variations in an

off-axis plane wave unless 6 < b/f. In other words, the object beam

must appear to come from within the active aperture of the lens used

to form the scanning spot. Therefore, a beamsplitter of some type must

be used in this system to recombine the object and reference beams.

If <i> = wr, equation (7) shows the maximum electrical output fre-

quency to be ku/2-jr = u6/X. With a scanning system that provides a

peak-to-peak angular beam deflection of O, the scan length in the

focal plane of the scanning beam focusing lens is fif. At a horizontal

scan velocity of u, this length will be traversed in 0//u seconds, dur-

ing which time a maximum of Qb/k cycles will be generated. Thus,

the maximum number of resolvable line pairs (or phase changes) is

completely determined by the clear aperture and angular deflection of

the optical scanner. Because the information to be modulated onto
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the spatial carrier contains both positive and negative spatial fre-

quencies, the maximum allowable modulating spatial frequency is

just one-half of that determined above, giving a usable resolution of

H6/2A line-pairs per scan line. (A more detailed discussion of the res-

olution and bandwidth requirements for this and the following case

may be found in Ref. 3.)

With co 7* o)R , equation (7) shows the ac output frequency to be

limited only by co — wR . The maximum value of A; is still restricted as

before, but if co — co R is chosen greater than ukmax , the entire range of k

values can be used to contain a single sideband of object information,

effectively doubling the scanner resolution. In this mode of operation,

the transmitted holograms should yield image reconstructions having

the same resolution that could be obtained by using the scanner as a

flying spot image dissection system. (It may also be possible to obtain

increased resolution in the case of w = «B by operating in a single-

sideband mode; this has not yet been experimentally investigated.)

The method of obtaining the two different, but phase-locked, optical

frequencies needed for this maximum resolution heterodyne operation is

described in Section 4.1. In both cases, the resolution in the direction

parallel to the carrier fringes is determined only by the spot size.

III. SIGNAL-TO-NOISE RATIO

Under optimum conditions, the only significant noise source will

be the shot noise generated in the photodetector by the dc component,

of the detected signal. Substituting id(. as given by equation (5) into

the conventional shot noise formula gives a mean-square noise cur-

rent of

it^^iElA+^El/v2

), (8)

where B is the electrical bandwidth required by the system.

Using the rms signal current as given by equation (7), the signal-

to-noise (power) ratio becomes

As is usual with holography, EK and E will be obtained from the same
laser and will thus be subject to the constraint that

E;A + 4irEl/cx
2 ^ Z P

, (10)

where P„ is the laser output power. [Equation (10) states that the sum
of the object and reference beam powers cannot exceed the laser power.]
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It can then be shown that when E]A = ^E 2Ja2 = \Z„P ,
equation (9)

has a maximum given by

(ID
f

g\ 47T7?P„

Un/L* Ba2
Ahv'

Defining an equivalent scanning spot radius req such that a field of

uniform intensity En incident on a circular area of radius r
P(I

provides

the same photodetector current as the actual incident field, we have,

using the appropriate term from equation (5)

itr^El = 4rE
2

R/a°- or r.q
= 2/tr. (12)

With N„ the number of resolvable spots, then given approximately by

Na = A/irr\ = Aa- /Air, equation (11) becomes

*)_-&• (13)

where Np
= P /hv is the number of photons per second incident on the

detector. To transmit a hologram in a specified time, B will have to

be increased as N„ increases, in which case the signal-to-noise ratio

decreases with the square of the number of resolvable spots.

IV. EXPERIMENTAL APPARATUS AND PRELIMINARY SYSTEM OPERATION

Figure 2 is an overall diagram of the apparatus used for the experi-

mental verification of the heterodyne scanning system.

4.1 Object and Reference Beam Generation

A Spectra-Physics Model 125 50-mw He-Ne laser operating at

6328 A is used as the optical source. The portion of its output trans-

mitted by beamsplitter 1 is used for object illumination; the remainder

is reflected at normal incidence from the moving mirror M. This intro-

duces a Doppler shift and is the method by which the two different but

phase-locked optical frequencies are obtained. The large motions re-

quired (tt 0.1 mm peak-to-peak) are readily obtained by using a modi-

fied loudspeaker assembly for the mirror driver. The Doppler-shifted

light returns to the beamsplitter, where the transmitted portion proceeds

to the optical deflection system.

4.2 Beam Deflection and Focusing

The first deflection (horizontal) is performed by an American Time

Products type 44 optical scanner operating at 7.2 kHz. This unit has
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a clear aperture of 2 mm radius and provides a 6° peak-to-peak scan.

The line scan thus formed is then deflected vertically by a second scan-

ner that affords a clear aperture radius of 8 mm with a 15° peak-to-

peak deflection at 60 Hz. Both scanners operate in torsional-mechan-

ical resonance and hence provide only sinusoidal deflections.

Lens LI transforms the angularly deflected beam into the focused

scanning spot. The unavoidable physical separation of the two optical

deflectors separates the horizontal and vertical centers of deflection,

causing the locus of the waist of the scanning spot to be astigmatic.

Compensation for this effect is provided by the inclusion of cylindrical

lenses L3 and L4 in the object beam path. Spherical lens L2, in con-

junction with L3 and L4, corrects for the curvature of field of the

focusing lens LI and expands the object beam to the size required to

match the scanning spot raster.

4.3 Detection

Beamsplitter 2 is used to recombine the object and reference beams.

As Section II shows, the use of a beamsplitter for this purpose is a

necessity rather than a convenience. The actual detection was done

using United Detector Technology type PIN- 10 large area silicon

photodiodes. The sensitive surface of the photodetector was originally

placed at the locus of the scanning beam waist; it is still convenient

to consider the detection process to occur there. However, it was ex-

perimentally observed that this particular detector location is not

only unnecessary but undersirable. It is unnecessary because it can

be shown that the detected beat signal is independent of the detector

position provided the detector intercepts all of the area common to

both beams. The special case where both beams are essentially plane

waves has been long known and used by those engaged in optical

heterodyne experiments, but to our knowledge, the general case has

not. A derivation of this very useful result, modeled after one first

given by H. Kogelnik, may be found in the appendix, which also

contains other interesting applications of the general theorem.8

With no need to either carefully position the detector or require

its surface to conform to the locus of the scanning beam waist, it

can be located away from the focus, thereby reducing, by orders of

magnitude, the peak instantaneous power densities at its surface. In

addition, the effects of dust particles and other local anomalies of the

detector surface are considerably reduced by an out-of-focus loca-

tion. In all cases, the equivalent hologram is made at the locus of

the scanning beam waist, independent of the actual detector position.
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4.4 Hologram Display and Recording

The amplified and processed 1 output of the detector is used to in-

tensity modulate a Westinghouse WX-30176P 10-inch high resolution

kinescope. Synchronizing pulses from the optical deflectors are used

to regenerate the sinusoidal sweeps necessary to match the kinescope

sweeps to the optical ones. Because the horizontal and vertical optical

deflection systems are both free-running oscillators, the kinescope dis-

play has random interlace. In conjunction with the several seconds

of exposure required to record the kinescope output on Polaroid 46-L

transparency film, this random interlace causes the scanning lines to

be smeared together and undiscernible in the final hologram, eliminat-

ing the problem of diffraction by them. 9

4.5 Reconstruction

The still limited resolution available with this system requires ob-

ject-reference beam angles of less than 2°. To separate the real image

from the direct beam and virtual image when reconstructing, the

Fourier transform technique described by Enloe and others is used,

the only modifications being the inclusion of cylindrical lenses in the

final imaging process. 1 These permit compensation for astigmatic ef-

fects arising from both the oblique optical paths through the second

beamsplitter and geometric distortions caused by disparities in the

optical and electrical sweeps.

V. SIGNAL ENHANCEMENT TECHNIQUES

In addition to the desired signal [equation (7)] and shot noise

[equation (8)], the detector output includes ac components due both

to variations in the laser source output and position dependent modu-

lations of the scanning beam. The largest of the source variations are

periodic and result from plasma oscillations within the laser active

medium. These are suppressed by the use of rf excitation of the dis-

charge. The smaller, random, source fluctuations remaining, though

comparable in amplitude with the desired signal, can be considerably

attenuated by using two photodetectors in a balanced modulator con-

figuration, as shown in Fig. 2. Source amplitude fluctuations, which

produce in-phase variations in both photodetector outputs, are can-

celed in the following difference amplifier; the desired interference

terms give rise to out-of-phase signals which are enhanced. As shown

t Various techniques for improving the signal-to-noise ratio which arc used are

discussed in the Section V.
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in the appendix, this out-of-phase condition for the desired interfer-

ence term can be assured only when using a lossless beamsplitter.

Position dependent modulations of the scanning beam are caused by

dust and imperfections on the beamsplitter and detector surfaces as

well as by multiple reflections. The poor impedance match between

silicon and air causes particularly severe reflections at the detector

surface. When conditions are right for this reflected light to be re-

turned to the detector surface by a second reflection at some other

optical surface, a modulation of the detector output in synchronism

with the scanning spot position results. Either of these effects produce

on the display kinescope a stationary pattern which can be distin-

guished from a true hologram by its presence in the absence of the

object beam. Such position dependent modulations can be greatly at-

tenuated by photographing the kinescope display with a double ex-

posure technique: half of the necessary exposure is made in the usual

way, while for the remainder the reference beam path is lengthened by

a half wavelength and the gain of the final video amplifier is reversed

in sign. This combination of optical and electrical phase shifts leaves

unchanged those components of the video signal arising from inter-

ference between the object and reference beams, but reverses the

polarity of the position dependent modulations described above. The

position dependent modulations during the second exposure thus

cancel those of the first, leaving only the desired object-reference

beam interference terms.

The efficacy of these signal enhancement techniques is demonstrated

in Fig. 3, which compares the outputs obtained using single detection,

Fig. 3a, balanced detection, Fig. 3b, and balanced detection with

double exposure, Fig. 3c. The presence of a significant amount of

random noise, indicated by poor definition and contrast, is readily

evident in Fig. 3a. The suppression of this noise by a balanced detec-

tion system yields considerable improvement, as shown by Fig. 3b.

It is not possible, by inspection of Fig. 3b only, to determine whether

or not any position dependent modulations are present. However, com-

paring it with Fig. 3c, in which they are suppressed, shows the nature

and severity of their contribution.

VI. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

6.1 Resolution

When operated in the heterodyne mode, that is, with the off-axis

reference beam simulated by a controlled frequency difference between
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the object and on-axis reference beams, this system should produce

holograms that yield reconstructions with resolutions equal to those

obtainable when using the same deflection system as a conventional

flying-spot scanner. This assumes that the kinescope-camera portion

of the system has a resolution capability of at least twice that of the

optical scanner.

How well this prediction is met can be seen by comparing Fig. 4a,

a photograph of the kinescope display taken when operating the sys-

tem as a flying-spot scanner, with Fig. 4b, the real image reconstruc-

tion of the same object made from a transmitted hologram. Calcula-

tions, based on the parameters of the optical deflection system used,

predict a resolution capability of 200 line-pairs ; this value is reached

in the flying-spot display of Fig. 4a. The measured limiting resolu-

tion of Fig. 4b, though only 160 line-pairs, is considerably in excess

of the theoretical maximum of 100 obtainable with nonheterodyne

scanning.

Figure 4a also shows the ability of the random interlace, when

used in conjunction with a long exposure, to reduce the visibility of

the scanning lines; the 60 lines per frame would otherwise produce a

very coarse raster. Figure 5 indicates the subjective quality of the

reconstructions obtainable with this system.

6.2 Transmission of Three-Dimensional Images

Heretofore it has been tacitly assumed but not really required that

the subjects be two-dimensional. Actually this assumption may be

dropped and more complicated objects considered. The next step in

complexity, the simplest three-dimensional scene, consists of two (two-

dimensional) transparencies separated longitudinally. The hologram

transmitted for such a three-dimensional "object" (a vertical grating

of period 0.5 mm located 5 cm behind a transparency portrait) is

shown in Fig. 6.

The necessarily nondiffuse nature of both the illumination and the

subject transparencies used in this experiment results in an extremely

limited field of view, preventing the use for depth cues of not only

binocular vision but also parallax. Demonstration of the three-dimen-

sional nature of the reconstruction obtained from this hologram is

therefore limited to showing the optimum focus for different portions

of the reconstruction to lie in different planes. The real image recon-

struction from Fig. 6, when taken in the plane of best focus for the

grating, is shown in Fig. 7a. Figure 7b shows the corresponding re-
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Fig. 4— Comparison of image quality of flying-spot and heterodyne scanning
transmissions: (a) flying spot, (b) heterodyne scanning.
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Fig. 5— Two-dimensional portrait reconstructed from transmitted hologram.

suit when the reconstructed image is recorded in that plane that pro-

vides optimum focus for the portrait, thus demonstrating the three-

dimensional nature of the reconstructions obtainable with this system.

VII. SUMMARY AND CONCLUDING REMARKS

A heterodyne scanning system for transmitting holograms, which

requires no camera tube and the theoretically minimum resolution

from the optical deflectors, has been constructed. This required the

development of a technique for obtaining two different but phase-

related optical frequencies. Analyses have been made for the signal-

to-noise ratio and resolution as functions of the system parameters,

and the resolution predictions verified experimentally. Several tech-

niques for improving the system signal-to-noise ratio have been im-

plemented. The use of random interlace and many-field exposures

avoided the problems of diffraction by the scanning lines when recon-

structing. Off-axis holograms of both two- and three-dimensional ob-

jects have been transmitted and reconstructed.

The kinescope-camera receiving system, though easily implemented
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in the laboratory, is not only limited in its resolution capability, but

is also unsuited for real-time operation. However, a receiver operating

on the Eidophor principle would not only solve the real-time problem

but the resulting phase holograms would also provide increased optical

efficiency in reconstruction. 10

Because of its compatibility with other bandwidth reduction

schemes, the heterodyne scanning technique should find application

wherever holographic information is to be transmitted over systems

having limited resolution or bandwidth. The present edge in resolution

held by conventional camera tubes over optical scanning devices is

expected to disappear as a result of the considerable effort now being

applied to optical deflection techniques.

The experimental observation and subsequent proof that the de-

tector output is independent of the position of the scanning beam
waist relative to the detector should prove to be important not only

to the successful operation of this experiment but to the extension of

flying-spot scanning techniques into areas where depth of focus prob-

lems have heretofore prevented their application.

Concurrent with the submission of this paper and the publication

Fig. 6— Hologram of three-dimensional scene.
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Fig. 7— Demonstration of three-dimensional nature of image reconstructed

from hologram shown in Fig. 6: (a) bars in optimum focus, (b) portrait in opti-

mum focus.

of Ref. 3, Bertolotti and others published the results of their analysis

and experiments on a one-dimensional holographic transmission sys-

tem.3 '11 The transmitter described here, when operated in a non-

heterodyne mode, is similar to theirs, but their analysis and proposed

receiving system are different. The interested reader will find it worth-

while to become acquainted with their approach to the problem of

hologram transmission.
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APPENDIX

Conservation of Beat Energy

A.l Derivation

We consider the limitations and conditions under which the beat

signal obtained by detecting the interference between two optical

beams is independent of the detector location. The analysis is modeled

after one proposed by H. Kogelnik. 8
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Consider a volume containing no optical sources or sinks and hav-
ing a boundary that is everywhere in free space. Under these condi-

tions, Poynting's theorem for any incremental volume in this region

can be written

dWV-S + ^- = 0, (14)

where S = EXH and W = %eE
2 + \nH\ E and H, the resultant real

electric and magnetic fields produced by the combination of the two
beams, can be written as the sum of the single frequency real fields

corresponding to each beam:

E = E, exp Utijt + Ef exp —iuj

+ E.. exp iw2t + Ef exp — t'co 2 /

(lo)

H = H, exp iwj + Hf exp — iuj

+ H2 exp iu) 2 t + HJ exp —iu2 t,

where co, and a>2 may or may not be equal. Substituting the values of

E and H from equation (15) into equation (14), and comparing beat

terms varying as exp ifa — o)2)t, we have

V-(E, X H* + Ef X H.) - -*(«i - co2)(^,-EJ + mH,-H*2). (16)

Equation (16) rewritten in the integral form gives

(ff)
(E, X H? + EJ X H,)-rfA

c

= -ifa - «,) jjj (eE.-E* + mH,-H*2) dV, (17)

v

where the surface C encloses the volume of integration V. A photo-

detector intercepting these fields will provide a beat signal current, Ih ,

having a complex amplitude given by

I„ = K Jf (E, X H* + E 2
* X H,)-dA, (18)

where D is the area of the detector and K incorporates several physical

constants. The left side of equation (17) is now recognized as giving,

within a constant multiplier, the response of a detector intercepting all

of the beat energy crossing surface C. For the case where a^ = a>2 , the

right side of equation (17) is identically zero. Under appropriate condi-
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tions, defined in Section A. 3, it is possible for the right side to be negligi-

ble even with u, ^ w2 . The following three important results, derivable

from this theorem assume a zero right side.

A.2 Applications

A.2.1 Constancy of Detected Beat

Consider, as shown in Fig. 8a, a volume through which the com-

bined beams are propagating. Let C\ contain all of the surface C
common to the two beams as they propagate into the volume, and

Co contain all of C common to the beams as they leave. Then, by

definition, the vector product is zero everywhere except over some

regions of Ci and C2 , and equation (17) can be written

//.
(E, X H2

* + E? XHO-rfA

+ jf
(El X H2

* + E2
* X H,)-dA = 0. (19)

Taking into account the relative directions of the vector products and

the surface normals at C\ and C-> leads to the conclusion that a detec-

tor intercepting the beams crossing C2 yields identically the same out-

put as a similar detector intercepting the beams crossing C\ . Since the

separation of C\ and C2 is arbitrary, the detector output is independ-

ent of its location, provided all of the area common to both beams is

intercepted.

A.2.2 Phase Relationships with a Lossless Beamsplitter

In the case shown in Fig. 8b, the surface C encloses a lossless beam-

splitter which is combining two input beams into two output beams,

each output containing a part of both inputs, d and C2 again contain

all the portions of C that are common to both beams. As before, the

cross-product is, by virtue of the definition of Ci and C2 ,
zero every-

where except on C\ and C2 , so that equation (19) still applies. How-

ever, when the relative directions of the beat energy flux and the sur-

face normals are taken into account, we arrive at the result that the

interaction at one detector must be the negative of that at the other,

yielding detector outputs 180° out of phase.

A.2.3 Combining Beams without a Beamsplitter

The last case to be considered involves two otherwise separate beams

brought in at appropriate angles so they overlap at the detector sur-
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-BUM t

Fig. 8— Applications of theorem on conservation of beat energy: (a) inde-

pendence of detector position, (b) phase relationships with lossless beamsplitter,

(c) combining beams without a beamsplitter.
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face. As shown in Fig. 8c, the surface C is chosen in this case to pass

just in front of the detector and to close in some region of space where

the two beams are separate. Now the interaction term is everywhere

zero on C except at C3 ,
where the two beams overlap. Equation (17)

for this situation reduces to

//.
(E, X H2

* + E2
* X H.WA = 0, (20)

which says that no interference is detected in this arrangement. This

identical result was derived in a completely different fashion in the

body of the paper in connection with the analysis of the system res-

olution.

A.3 Extensions and Limitations

Notice that these derivations require absolutely no assumptions as

to the structure of either of the fields other than that they obey Max-
well's equations. Furthermore, there are no restrictions on any dis-

tances involved.

For the heterodyne case where coi — o>2 ^ 0, equation (17) has a

nonzero right side. However, for small beat frequencies the above

rules are still true. Although evaluation of the right side of equation

(17) for the general heterodyne case is impractical, a simple example

can be analyzed to indicate when it may reasonably be ignored.

Imagine a region of free space containing two plane waves with

the same polarization but different frequencies, both propagating in

the +z direction. It can easily be shown that the single (z-directed)

beat frequency component of the Poynting vector has an amplitude

which is independent of z. However, its phase does vary with longitu-

dinal position, changing by tt/2 for every change in z of 7rc/2(<i>i — 102).

For the 3-MHz beats observed in this experiment, this quarter-wave

distance was 25 meters, much larger than the dimensions of the ex-

perimental apparatus. It is reasonable to assume that a similar phase

variation would be found in the general case.

Although the amplitude of the interaction was constant even in the

heterodyne case for the plane wave example, it can be shown to de-

crease with z for gaussian beams.8 This amplitude change, however,

typically occurs over distances orders of magnitude larger than that

for the phase change; even for the extreme case of different wave-

length -gaussian beams focused by an //l optical system, significant

phase variations of the detected beat signal occur with detector move-
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raents an order of magnitude less than required for correspondingly

significant amplitude changes.
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